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Photons — from source to detector

Klaus WilhelmI and Claus FröhlichII

Abstract

The central theme of the book “Observing Photons in Space” is the detection
and characterization of photons with instruments aboard spacecraft. This chapter
presents a global overview of the fundamental processes that accompany photons all
the way from their origin in the source region to their detection in our instruments.
The radiation of the Sun is taken as example in some cases and is treated in more
detail.

Introduction

The goal of observing photons clearly is to learn something about the regions
that are emitting the radiation, and it is, therefore, necessary to understand the
basics of the interaction of photons with matter at the source, during transit, and
at the detection site. The last point is the most important one in the context of
this book, but some generation and transfer processes have to be mentioned as
well. Many of these aspects are discussed in more detail elsewhere in this book and
cross-references are provided.

The interaction of photons with matter is mainly governed by two equations
derived by Einstein (1905 a, c). They can be written in a modern format as

Eν = h ν = h c0/λ and E = mc20 , (2.1)

where h = 6.626 068 96(33)× 10−34 J s is the Planck constant1, Eν is the energy
quantum of electromagnetic radiation with mean values2 of the frequency ν and
wavelength λ, and c0 = ν λ = 299 792 458 m s−1 (exact) is the speed of light
in vacuum3 in the mass-energy equivalence equation. The mass of a particle is

IMPS—Max-Planck-Institut für Sonnensystemforschung, Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany
IIPMOD / WRC—Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos / World Radiation

Center, Switzerland
1This and other constants are taken from CODATA recommended values of the fundamental

physical constants: 2006 (Mohr et al 2008). The CODATA-06 set is available from http://physics.
nist.gov/constants.

2An exactly defined value of ν would require an infinitely extended photon. In the following
discussion, the notations ν and λ will be used to simplify the equations, unless emphasis is placed
on the fact that mean values are considered in special cases.

3Follows from the definition of the SI base unit “metre”(BIPM 2006).
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24 2. Photons — from source to detector

m = γ m0, where γ = (1 − β2)−1/2 > 1 is the Lorentz factor, β = v/c0 with
|v| < c0 the speed of the particle relative to a system, in which its rest mass is m0.
This mass is believed to be zero for photons4, but their kinetic mass is mν = h ν/c20.

It must, however, be emphasized from the outset that the wave theory of electro-
magnetic radiation as formulated by Young, Huygens, Fresnel, Maxwell and Hertz
is a valid description of most of the observations as long as the energy quantiza-
tion in Equation 2.1 is of no importance (see, e.g., Born and Wolf 1999; Jackson
1999). Consequently, the laws of physical optics, and even of geometrical optics are
relevant to a large extent; in particular, those concerning the propagation of radi-
ation. This permits the use of ray-tracing procedures. In the following, the wave
or particle aspects of electromagnetic radiation will, therefore, be emphasized as
required. The wave theory is also adequately describing the polarization proper-
ties of radiation (treated in detail in Chapters 33 to 35, Stenflo 2010; Hajdas and
Suarez-Garcia 2010; Carretti and Rosset 2010), which correspond to the spin s = 1
of photons. Major modifications are, however, required during photon emission
and absorption processes. The quantum electrodynamics developed by Born et al
(1926), Dirac (1927), and others include most of these modifications, and renders
a suitable description of photons (cf., e.g., Glauber 2007), albeit their “existence”
is not generally accepted (Lamb 1995).

Special mention must be made of entangled states of photons as an important
quantum physical phenomenon, although no application in astrophysical observa-
tions is known at this stage, other than the two-photon emission in the hydrogen
spectrum detected by Brugel et al (1982). In response to the Gedankenexperiment
of Einstein et al (1935) stipulating that entangled particles no longer interact after
their separation, an inequality was formulated by Bell (1964) that would be valid
under this condition. Since then, many violations of Bell’s inequality, in the formu-
lation of Clauser et al (1969), have been observed. One of the most recent tests was
performed over a distance of more than 10 km yielding a speed for the quantum
influence of at least 1× 103 c0 (Zbinden et al 2001). The remaining critique of such
experiments is that statistical results obtained by observing ensembles of photons
are applied to a single photon pair; thus, it is claimed, it would still be possible to
accept the physical reality of a photon (cf., Tiwari 2002; Adenier 2008).

In this context, experiments are of interest that study the structure of photons
(Nisius 2000), and those demonstrating that two-photon interference cannot always
be understood as the effects of two single photons (Strekalov et al 1998). It is worth
noting that bunching of two photons in a symmetric state has been observed as a
consequence of their bosonic nature by Hong et al (1987). Concerning the latter
behaviour of photons see also Bose (1924) and Ehrenfest (1925).

4A zero rest mass follows from the special theory of relativity and a speed of light in vacuum
constant for all frequencies. Various methods have been used to constrain the photon rest mass to
m0 < 1.7× 10−50 kg (cf., Amsler et al 2008, Goldhaber and Nieto 1971). The latter authors also
discuss the consequences of a finite rest mass for the existence of longitudinal electromagnetic
waves.
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Some photon generation processes

The most fundamental source of radiation is a so-called “black body”, a system
that absorbs all radiation impinging on it, i.e., the absorption coefficient is αλ = 1
for all λ. Kirchhoff’s law then yields the emission coefficient ǫλ = 1 at all wave-
lengths. The absorption coefficient αλ = 1 obviously means that a black body, or a
representation of it, is a good detector for total irradiance measurements. Depend-
ing on its temperature, T , such a system emits radiation according to Planck’s law5

(Planck 1900, 1901) derived from a quantization of the radiation field

Lλ(T ) =
2 h c20
λ5

[
exp

(
h c0
λkBT

)
− 1

]−1

, (2.2)

where kB = 1.380 6504(24) × 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann constant and Lλ(T )
the spectral radiance at the wavelength λ. The corresponding formula for Lν(T ) is

Lν(T ) =
2 h ν3

c20

[
exp

(
h ν

kBT

)
− 1

]−1

. (2.3)

The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) at TCMB = 2.726 K (Penzias and
Wilson 1965; Mather et al 1990, 1994) is an example of black-body radiation (cf.,
Chapter 8, Lamarre 2010). It is thought to have been released from the “Big Bang
plasma”, when it changed from the optically thick to thin state at the time of atom
formation (Dicke et al 1965). The CMB is probably the earliest electromagnetic
radiation released after the Big Bang that is still accessible to us. Since the tempe-
rature at the time of atom formation was typically 3000 K, a redshift of z between
≈ 1000 and 1500 (Sunyaev and Zel’dovich 1980) has to be assumed.

A black body is the extreme case of an optically thick medium. In the Universe,
many plasma systems emit radiation approximately according to Equation 2.2, at
least, in certain wavelength ranges, for which a brightness temperature, TB, can
then be defined in local thermal equilibrium. Other regimes, although still optically
thick, deviate from such an equilibrium and require radiation transfer calculations.
Regions that are optically thin for some or all wavelengths represent the other
extreme, and allow the integration of the radiation along the line of sight (LOS).

Many photon emissions are a consequence of electron transitions in atomic
species from a higher energy level, E2, to a lower one, E1, as postulated by Bohr
in 1913:

E2 − E1 = h ν21 , (2.4)

with E2, E1 the levels of the unperturbed states; an assumption that has to be
modified in the light of Equation 2.5. The recoil of the emitter leads to an additional
frequency shift depending on the details of the process.

In general, these emissions are spontaneous, but can also be stimulated by
appropriate photon fluxes (Einstein 1917)—a prerequisite of any laser operation.
Equation 2.4 also describes photon absorption if E2 < E1. The latter process can

5Einstein and Stern (1913) argued in favour of a zero-point energy h ν/2 of a resonator, first in-
troduced by Planck (1909). The zero-point energy of the electromagnetic field causes, for instance,
the Casimir forces (cf., Casimir 1949; Mohideen and Roy 1998).
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be considered as an excitation mechanism of molecules, atoms or ions, and will
be of importance for the detection of photons. Excitations can also be induced
by collisions between atomic species and electrons. Whenever inner electrons of
an atom were involved in such transitions, the emitted radiation was historically
called Röntgenstrahlung or X-rays. If the radiation was generated by transitions of
excited nuclei of atoms, it was called γ-rays. However, in modern terms X-ray and
γ-ray radiations are defined by their photon energies.

Additional generation processes of radiation involve accelerated or decelerated
particles, in particular electrons, such as synchrotron radiation and bremsstrahlung.
The annihilation of matter and antimatter should also be mentioned. In the case
of an electron and a positron, the process produces, in general, two γ-ray photons
of 511 keV energy, each. A prominent γ-ray line at 2.223 MeV is caused by neutron
capture of hydrogen. Details on the thermal and non-thermal radiation of high-
energy particles are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 (Kanbach et al 2010; Culhane
2010). A special case is the λ = 21.106 cm line generated in the Universe by an
electron spin reversal with respect to the proton spin in hydrogen atoms. Rotational
transitions in molecular clouds are another source of low-energy photons.

The generated electromagnetic radiation is, as we have seen, released and ab-
sorbed as photons, quantized in energy. Einstein (1917) showed that the generation
of a photon as a spherical wave is not possible, because a momentum transfer is
invariably involved in the emission process. Given a certain atomic transition, the
released energy is generally rather well defined resulting in a nearly mono-energetic
photon flux, or, in the equivalent description, in waves with a frequency, ν0, and
wavelength, λ0. Consequently, such a transition can be identified by the detection
of a spectral line at λ0. Atoms, ions and molecules emit a multitude of spectral lines
related to their energy levels. Even a summary of the physics of these transitions
would be far beyond the scope of this chapter. It suffices to say that the lines allow
us to deduce elemental abundances, ionization stages, densities, electron and ion
temperatures, and other parameters of the source regions. Selected spectra of the
Sun might serve as example here:

Figure 2.1 depicts the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) radiance spectrum of a quiet-
Sun region with many emission lines and some continua in the wavelength range
from 80 nm to 150 nm. At longer wavelengths, the emission lines fade out and
absorption features—the Fraunhofer lines—become prominent as a consequence
of the thermal structure of the solar atmosphere. This can be seen in Figure 2.2
showing an irradiance spectrum of the Sun (Thuillier et al 2004). In general, these
measurements are performed from platforms moving with respect to the source
(the Sun). The necessary corrections are treated on page 37. Such spectra provide
important information about the composition and other properties of the Sun or a
star (see, e.g., Fröhlich et al 1998). Although the lines in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 appear
to be rather narrow, they can be resolved into profiles by modern spectrometers
furnishing information on motions in the solar atmosphere via the Doppler effect
(cf., page 31). Similar measurements can be obtained from stellar and other cosmic
objects. The spectrum of α Cen A, for instance, a G2 V star, closely resembles that
of the Sun in the same spectral class (Ayres 2000).

Some emission lines are much wider than most of the other spectral profiles, in
particular those from transitions of auto-ionization states, where the very short life
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Figure 2.1: Spectral radiance of the quiet Sun in the VUV range from a region near the
centre of the disk. Prominent emission lines are marked. The spectral radiances expected
for some brightness temperatures, TB, are shown in red as approximations of the continua
in the corresponding wavelength ranges (after Wilhelm et al 2002).

times lead to a significant energy spread and a corresponding broadening (Avrett
et al 2006). This is related to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (Heisenberg 1927)

∆E tH ≥ h , (2.5)

where tH is the inner time of the decaying system (Aharonov and Bohm 1961), and
is consistent with the derivation of Mandelstam and Tamm (1945) who defined tH
as the life time of a state with respect to a certain observable (cf., also Hilgevoord
1996, 1998).

The solar spectral irradiance (SSI) in the visible wavelength region can be re-
liably determined from a high-altitude station. This was, for instance, done in
the pioneering work of Labs and Neckel (1962, 1967) from the Jungfraujoch in
the Swiss Alps during 1961 and 1965. The final results from these measurements
(Neckel 2003) are still an important reference and baseline for the SSI from 330 nm
to 1099 nm. Reference spectra can be derived from measurements taken during dis-
tinct time periods—similar to the data from Labs and Neckel (1967) and the one
compiled by Thuillier et al (2004) for two periods in 1992 and 1994, one of which is
shown in Figure 2.2. Such spectra are used for many applications, e.g., in weather
and climate models. In the VUV range, that is below about 300 nm, such measure-
ments can only be performed from above the atmosphere of the Earth with space
probes, satellites, or rockets. Early measurements were obtained by Hinteregger
and Hall (1969). For a review see the corresponding articles in White (1977).
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Figure 2.2: SSI, Eλ, of the quiet Sun at 1 ua (Data: Courtesy of G. Thuillier). For
wavelengths below λ = 180 nm, 1000 Eλ is plotted in violet to show the low irradiance
values in this range. The H i Lyα line is off the scale (cf., Figure 2.1). The ranges of the UV,
visible and infrared radiations are marked on the top, and some prominent emission and
absorption lines are indicated (cf., Chapters 5 to 7). The black curve shows the radiation
of the Sun as a “black body” with Teff = 5774 K and a radius R⊙ = 696.35 Mm. The Sun
also emits soft and hard X-rays as well as γ-rays and radio waves, but the contributions
to the total solar irradiance (TSI) are very small and highly variable (cf., Figure 2.3).

Continuous measurements in the ultraviolet (UV) became available with the
help of satellite instrumentation in late 1970. Although the radiometric uncertainty
was still quite large, the relative variability of the solar VUV irradiance could be
determined, mainly because it increases substantially with decreasing wavelength.
In the visible regime, however, truly continuous measurements started only with
the filter radiometers in 1996 on VIRGO/SOHO (Fröhlich et al 1997), and with
the spectroradiometer SIM in 2003 (Harder et al 2000; Rottman et al 2005)—
otherwise one has to rely on measurements at distinct periods of time, such as
those mentioned before. The study of the irradiance variations during the 11-year
cycle, on the other hand, requires well sampled time series. An important question
for an understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms is how the variation
of the TSI is spectrally distributed. This is related to the question of how much of
the observed irradiance variations—total and spectral—are changes in luminosity
of the Sun or only an angular redistribution of radiance into the direction towards
the Earth.

Figure 2.3 demonstrates with the help of a few time series the solar irradi-
ance variability during solar cycles 21 to 23 in wavelength ranges from the visible
to X-rays. The data were obtained with space experiments using filter radiome-
ters or spectrometers for the wavelength selection. For comparison, the daily aver-
ages of the TSI are plotted in Figure 2.3a as a PMOD composite6 updated from

6For more details see Chapter 32 (Fröhlich 2010).
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Figure 2.3: a TSI composite. The bars in this panel and the following ones indicate
relative variations based on the mean values at solar minimum. b SSI results from
SPM/VIRGO and SIM/SORCE in visible light. c Time series of SSI in VUV from SME,
SOLSTICE/UARS, SUSIM/UARS and SOLSTICE/SORCE. d Irradiance composite in
the range from 121 nm to 122 nm. e Extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) irradiance data from
SEM/SOHO are available for solar cycle 23. The prominent increases correspond to strong
flare activity on the Sun. The largest enhancement, for instance, coincides with an X17
flare on 28 October 2003. f The XRS/GOES X-ray irradiance, and XPS/SORCE mea-
surements integrated over a wider range.
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Fröhlich (2006). Figure 2.3b shows (in light blue) results from the 402 nm VIRGO
channel (Fröhlich and Wehrli 2006) and from SIM (Rottman et al 2005; private
communication J. Harder) with a similar spectral resolution (in dark blue). In Fig-
ure 2.3c time series are shown of measurements at 160 nm. The values have been ad-
justed so that they agree at the solar minima. The red curve is from SME (Rottman
1988), the green one from SOLSTICE/UARS (Rottman 2000), the light blue one
from SUSIM (Floyd et al 1998), and the dark blue one from SOLSTICE/SORCE
(Rottman et al 2006). Fig. 2.3d: Composite derived for the VUV range near 121 nm
as compiled by Woods et al (2000) updated until recently: dark blue is from a model
(before 1985 from the radio flux at 10.7 cm, later from the Mg ii index), green from
AE-E (Hinteregger et al 1981), red from SME, black from SOLSTICE/UARS, light
blue from SEE (Woods and Eparvier 2006), and magenta from SOLSTICE. This
range contains the very bright H i Lyα line at 121.57 nm and reflects its variations.
Fig. 2.3e: Data from SEM (Judge et al 2002) integrated over the 26 nm to 34 nm
wavelength range encompassing the bright He ii line at 30.4 nm. Fig. 2.3f: The
XRS/GOES X-ray irradiance from 0.1 nm to 0.8 nm (Kahler and Kreplin 1991;
Garcia 1994) (green is the daily median and red the daily maxima and minima).
For comparison the XPS/SORCE measurements are shown in blue (Woods and
Rottman 2005).

The variability of the TSI (Figure 2.3a) can now be compared with the cor-
responding changes of the SSI in the following panels. The relative variations in
the visible and near UV ranges are below 1 % during an 11-year cycle. Since it
is very difficult to correct the long-term changes of the instrumentation at these
wavelengths reliably, the results must still be regarded as preliminary, although
the values of the two time series in panel b agree within a few percent. Note in
Figure 2.3c, however, the difference between the behaviour of SUSIM (in light blue)
and SOLSTICE (in green) near the year 2000, which indicates a deviation of the
long-term calibrations of the instruments.

It is interesting that only the TSI is showing a minimum at the beginning of
2008 with a relative decrease of almost 0.025 % with respect to the other minima.
This is about a quarter of the solar cycle amplitude. All the spectral data, however,
show almost constant minimum values over the last three solar cycles with relative
changes of a few percent of their cycle amplitudes. This may indicate that the solar
cycle variations of TSI and SSI are mainly due to changes in the solar atmosphere
related to the prevailing amplitude of the photospheric magnetic fields expanding
up to the corona, and that the long-term variations of the TSI are more likely
depending on changes of the structure and possibly the temperature of the Sun.
Such changes do not have a strong signature in the spectral data. A change of the
photospheric temperature of 1 K produces a relative TSI variation of 0.07 %, nearly
comparable to the solar cycle effect, whereas it is less than 0.05 % at 1000 nm and
about 0.4 % for the Lyα line seen against a relative solar cycle amplitude of more
than 50 % at these wavelengths.
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Photons in transit

Most of the astronomical objects of interest are far away from the Earth, and
the emitted photons have to travel long distances before their detection on a space-
craft. Magnetic or electric fields, unless they are very strong, do not affect photons
in vacuum, but gravitational fields influence their propagation. A ray from a star
passing close to the Sun will be deflected by ≈ 2′′ (Mikhailov 1959), and gravi-
tational lensing by galaxies or clusters of galaxies is well known for very distant
objects. These effects are treated in the general relativity theory (Einstein 1916)
that yields a straight propagation path of light in Euclidean space only if there are
no masses. In this context, it should be mentioned that the travel time of a photon
passing near the Sun increases by ≈ 100 µs (Shapiro 1964).

Strong gravitational potentials can cause significant redshifts. For instance, the
relative shift of a spectral line emitted in the photosphere of the Sun observed from
the Earth is

∆λ

λ0
=

1

c20

GM⊙

R⊙
≈ 2 × 10−6 , (2.6)

where G = 6.674 28(67)× 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 is the Newtonian constant of gravita-
tion, and the mass of the Sun M⊙ = 1.989 × 1030 kg (Einstein 1911; Schiff 1960;
Hentschel 2005). The gravitational shift was confirmed in laboratory experiments
through the Mössbauer effect by Pound and Rebka (1959) as well as by Cranshaw
et al (1960). It was subsequently also observed in the solar spectrum by Blamont
and Roddier (1961), Brault (1962, 1963) Snider (1972, 1974) and during a rocket
flight to an altitude of 10 000 km (Vessot et al 1980). An accelerated system should,
according to the equivalence principle (Einstein 1916), cause a shift as well. This
was actually measured, also with the help of the Mössbauer effect, by Hay et al
(1960).

A photon travelling in an inertial system without any interaction with matter
will neither change its energy, Eν , nor its momentum

mν c0 = pν =
Eν

c0
=
h ν

c0
(2.7)

under the assumption of the validity of energy-mass and momentum conservation
laws. Such changes can only occur if photons are interacting with matter in that
system or when they are observed in other reference systems. The Compton effect
is an example (see page 35). Another one is the Doppler effect discussed in the
next section. There are other effects that affect photons in the presence of matter,
e.g., the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization caused by a magnetic field
along the LOS in a plasma (cf., Hutchinson 2002), the Hanle effect discussed in
Chapter 33 (Stenflo 2010), and absorption as well as scattering by dust, gas, or
plasma regions. A few scattering processes will be described below, but any details
are beyond the scope of this chapter.

Doppler effect and aberration

The Doppler effect was originally discovered and formulated for double-star
systems (Doppler 1843; Bolzano 1843), and was later verified for sound waves
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Figure 2.4: The inertial systems S
(plotted in green) and S′ (red) have
parallel coordinate axes. S′ is moving
with a speed vS along the positive x-
axis of S. Both systems have a com-
mon origin at a certain time, t0 = 0,
when a photon is emitted there at an
angle ϑ in S along a path s1. The
path s′1 in S′ will then form an an-
gle ϑ′ with the x′-axis. The diagram
shows the configuration for the val-
ues β = 0.5 and ϑ = 30◦.

propagating in a medium. In the acoustic case, it was necessary to consider the
motions of the transmitter and receiver in the medium separately, because their
influences are not symmetric.

For velocities vt and vr at angles of ϑt and ϑr with respect to the direction from
the transmitter to the receiver, an emitted frequency, ν, will be received as

ν′ = ν
1 − (vr/cs) cosϑr

1 − (vt/cs) cosϑt
, (2.8)

where cs is the speed of sound in the medium.
For electromagnetic waves in vacuum, the special theory of relativity (STR;

Einstein 1905b) ascertains that only the relative motion between the transmitter
and receiver is of importance. Consider two inertial systems S and S′ moving
relative to each other with the velocity vector7, vS. An emitter of photons with
E = h ν is at rest at the origin of system S. An observer at rest in S′ sees these
photons with E′ = h ν′ arriving from a certain direction. The Doppler effect and
the aberration (also following from the STR) answer the questions related to the
frequency and direction changes of electromagnetic radiation with a speed of c0 =
ν λ = ν′ λ′ in vacuum. The Doppler formula can be written for a monochromatic
electromagnetic wave in its most general form (Einstein 1905b):

ν′ = ν γ (1 − β cosϑ) , (2.9)

where ϑ is the angle between the velocity vector and the radiation propagation
path. (For β = vS/c0 and γ = (1 − β2)−1/2, cf., page 23.)

The aberration of light was first noticed by Bradley in 1728. The derivation of
the relativistic aberration formula

cosϑ′ =
cosϑ− β

1 − β cosϑ
, (2.10)

7In equations related to Doppler shifts, there is a danger of confusing the frequency symbol,
ν, with the relative speed between the inertial systems, v. Therefore, a subscript is used for v in
all these cases. Note that |vS| < c0, cf., page 23.
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Figure 2.5: Photons are emitted from a source at rest in the inertial system S. The propa-
gation directions from the origin are given by the angles ϑ0 to ϑ4. Detectors (indicated by
squares) are fixed in the systems S′

k, k = 0, . . . , 4, all moving with a constant velocity, vS,
relative to S parallel to the x axes. The LOS directions of the detectors are indicated by
ϑ′

k +180◦ (ϑ′
0 = 180◦; ϑ′

4 = 0◦). The emitted photons are sketched as green wave packets,
and the Doppler-shifted ones in red and violet, respectively. The relative wavelengths and
the aberrations are to scale for β = 0.5. The diamond signs represent some photon-matter
interactions in the moving systems. No shift occurs for the angle θ0 (green line).

follows from the two Lorentz transformations

x′ = γ (x− vS t) and t′ = γ (t− β x/c0) , (2.11)

with cosϑ = x/s0 and cosϑ′ = x′/s0
′ in Figure 2.4.

Doppler and aberration effects are conceptually shown for identical wave packets
in Figure 2.5 for various emission angles, ϑn, from the origin of S, and β= 0.5
between S and S′

k. The Doppler shifts resulting from Equation 2.9 are to scale,
although it must be kept in mind that they only manifest themselves during the
interaction of the photons with matter in the systems S′

k.
There is no aberration for ϑ0 = 0◦ and ϑ4 = 180◦, but, according to Equa-

tion 2.9, a longitudinal Doppler effect of

ν′ = ν γ (1 ∓ β) = ν

√
1 ∓ β

1 ± β
(2.12)

will be observed. On the other hand, there is no Doppler effect for an emission
angle θ0 defined by

cos θ0 = (γ − 1)/(γ β) . (2.13)

However, θ0 changes to θ′0 = 180◦ − θ0 in the moving system (cf., green line in
Figure 2.5). Hovsepyan (1998) demonstrated these relations in a three-dimensional
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treatment. According to the STR, a corresponding diagram with stationary S′
k

(relative to some laboratory system, for instance) and a moving S (with −vS)
would give the same results8.

Combining Equations 2.9 and 2.10 gives the inverse relativistic Doppler formula

ν = ν′γ (1 + β cosϑ′) . (2.14)

With ϑ′ = 90◦, we obtain the transverse Doppler effect

ν′ = ν/γ (2.15)

in line with the time dilatation, t = t′/γ; i.e., a clock in S moving with respect to
the observer in S′ appears to be delayed. Note that from cosϑ′ = 0 in Equation 2.10
it follows that cosϑ = β, and Equation 2.9 reduces to Equation 2.15. The name
“transverse Doppler effect” is a little misleading, because the relativistic effect does
not depend on the angles ϑ and ϑ′, and was, in fact, first observed with canal rays
moving in both directions along the LOS (Ives and Stilwell 1938, 1941), and later
with two-photon spectroscopy in a similar geometry (Kaivola et al 1985).

A detailed discussion of Doppler measurements from binary stars is given by
Kopeikin and Ozernoy (1999). Since Einstein derived the relativistic aberration
formula in 1905, an endless discussion on its validity with respect to observations
of double stars pursued (e.g., Ives 1950; Eisner 1967); recently summarized and
emphasized by Puccini and Selleri (2002). To the confusion might have contributed
that Einstein (1905b) defined the angle ϑ′ (φ′ in the original) wrongly, although this
is obvious from the discussion that follows in Einstein’s paper. Many authors have
concluded since that the double-star observations are in conflict with the theory of
special relativity. These conclusions are, however, based on a misunderstanding of
the physical situation.

Let us consider, without restricting the generality, the simplest configuration:
a binary system with equal masses of the components in an orbit coplanar to
a circular Earth’s orbit. The Sun and the centre of gravity (CG) of the binary
system are assumed to be stationary with respect to an inertial system, S′. For
observations with largest aberration effects, we then have the requirement that the
relevant photons must travel perpendicular to the velocity vectors of the stars and
the Earth along the direction from the CG to the Sun, i.e., cosϑ′ = 0. Yet this does
not imply that the light rays are emitted and received at 90◦ relative to the velocity
vectors; a fact that has, of course, been realized by all authors since Bradley for
the Earth, but not by all of them for the stars; and there lies the problem.

From Equation 2.10 it follows for the angle of emission

cosϑ =
v⋆

c0
, (2.16)

where v⋆ is the orbital velocity of the star considered. For the angle of reception at
the Earth, we get

cosϑ′′ = −vE
c0

, (2.17)

8This situation was considered by Fermi (1932) for the non-relativistic case.
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with vE the orbital velocity of the Earth. Although the angle ϑ changes with the
reversal of v⋆, this does not affect ϑ′′, in accordance with the observations.

One could argue that the separation into two aberration effects just performed
is a trick to save the relativistic aberration formula. It has to be noted, however,
that Puccini and Selleri (2002) (and others) also used a trick in their argument by
assuming that v⋆ and vE are the consequences of pure translations. If they were,
the stars would indeed be seen from the Earth under

cosϑ′ = −vS
c0

= −vE + v⋆

c0
(2.18)

(cf., S′
3 in Figure 2.5). The second trick is wrong, because the transit times of

the photons from the stars to the Earth are much longer than the orbital period
of the binary system, whereas the first trick treats the emission locally, and the
approximation of v⋆ and vE as translations is nearly perfect.

Photon scattering

In many cases, the propagation directions of photons interacting with matter
are changed in some chaotic manner. This process is called scattering, and does
not include effects such as reflection, refraction, etc. Usually a distinction is made
between coherent and incoherent scattering processes.

Thomson and Rayleigh scattering

In these cases, the scattered photons have the same energy as the original
ones, although other parameters (polarization, flux, etc.) might be affected. Since
no energy is transferred, this process is also called elastic scattering. The most
important one is scattering on small particles. It is called Thomson scattering
for electrons and Rayleigh scattering for other particles small compared to the
wavelength. The above formulation assumes that the particles are at rest in the
photon-emitting frame. If they are not, the normal Doppler effect (cf., page 31)
will occur, but one would still call the process Rayleigh scattering unless there
were some additional energy changes. If scattering on larger particles is considered,
it is called Mie scattering and exhibits a preferred forward direction.

Compton effect

Photons can interact with electrons through an effect discovered 1922 by Comp-
ton (1923). For electrons in matter this interaction is most efficient at energies Eν

between ≈ 10 keV and 1 MeV, for which many electrons in all materials can be con-
sidered to be “free” (cf., Chapter 11, Schönfelder and Kanbach 2010). They take up
a portion of the energy and momentum of the impinging photon with wavelength
λ0 and cause an incoherent scattering with a wavelength change according to

∆λ = λ1 − λ0 =
h

me c0
(1 − cosϑ) =

2 h

me c0
sin2 ϑ

2
≥ 0 , (2.19)

where me = 9.109 382 15(45) × 10−31 kg is the rest mass of an electron, λ1 the
new wavelength, and ϑ the deflection angle. The wavelength change, ∆λ, does
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not depend on the photon energy and is of the order of the electron Compton
wavelength,

λC =
h

me c0
= 2.426 310 2175(33) pm . (2.20)

As a note, it should be mentioned that relativistic electrons can scatter on low-
energy photons to produce high-energy ones through the inverse Compton effect
with ∆λ < 0 (cf., Chapters 3 and 4, Kanbach et al 2010; Culhane 2010).

Raman effect

Based on an attempt by Darwin (1923) to explain the optical dispersion phe-
nomenon with quantum physical effects, Smekal (1923) predicted Translationsquan-
tenübergänge (translatory quantum transitions) induced by mono-energetic radia-
tion in media with a quasi-periodic atomic structure. The interaction of the radi-
ation with matter would then lead to both energy decreases and increases. These
changes were experimentally found by Raman (1928) in many substances. This
so-called Raman effect can be observed as radiation scattered with

νR = νo ± νs , (2.21)

where νo is the irradiating frequency and νs is related to the internal oscillations of
the medium. Note that, indeed, there are frequency increases as well as decreases.

Fluorescence

In this context, fluorescence might also be mentioned. Here an atom is excited
by a high-energy photon and returns to the ground state in several transitions while
emitting lower-energy photons. In a unified view, fluorescent and Raman scattering
both represent atomic or molecular scattering, for which the initial and final states
are different. If such scattering occurs near a resonance, then we speak of fluorescent
scattering, while if it is far from a resonance (in the distant line wings), we speak
of Raman scattering.

Physical principles of photon detection

The detection process aims at a quantitative determination of the photon flux
as a function of the photon energy, its direction, the time of arrival, as well as
the polarization characteristics. As for the generation processes, the interactions of
photons with matter play a fundamental rôle for their detection.

For the application of the Doppler effect to specific detector designs, we assume
that the mass of the receiving device is very much larger than the mass of a photon9.
Three extreme cases can then be singled out that are of importance in our context:

9The details of the transfer of the momentum from the absorbing or emitting systems—usually
atomic particles—to the detector device require quantum-mechanical considerations beyond the
scope of this chapter (cf., Dicke 1953; Mössbauer 1958).
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1. The absorption of a photon by a detector (in general, moving with respect
to the radiation source) can be considered as a completely inelastic collision.
The total momentum of the detector-photon system will be conserved as well
as its energy. Only a certain fraction of the photon energy can be converted
into kinetic energy of the detector system in this collision. The remaining
portion will be absorbed in other forms of energy. It can be shown that
the frequency change of the ensuing Doppler effect just corresponds to the
positive or negative kinetic energy transferred to the detector system (cf.,
e.g., Sommerfeld 1978).

2. The interaction of a photon with a (perfect) mirror as the first element of
an optical system represents an elastic collision. This case has been treated
by Einstein (1905b) with the result that either the normal Doppler effect
is observed, if the photon is subsequently absorbed in the optical system
attached to the first element, which will be the usual situation, or, if the
photon is observed in the initial system, the Doppler effect can be considered
to be applied twice. A mirror receding with vS in normal incidence will thus
cause a frequency change10 from ν to ν′ according to

ν′ = ν

(√
1 − β

1 + β

)2

= ν
1 − β

1 + β
. (2.22)

3. If the first optical element of a photon analyzer is operating in transmission,
the momentum and energy transfer required by the Doppler effect will occur
at the first encounter with the device. Internally, the Doppler-shifted photon
is travelling in the rest frame of the device. Should the final detector, however,
be at rest in the initial system, the first Doppler effect would be cancelled by
the second one during the absorption.

Irradiance measurements

Conceptually the easiest observation of radiation in space is the determination
of the TSI requiring a measurement of the power absorbed by a representation of
a black body with known geometry and a relatively crude alignment. The experi-
mental challenge stems from the extreme accuracy required for this measurement,
with a relative uncertainty of ideally less than 0.1 %, and even better as far as
irradiance variations are concerned (cf., Figure 2.3 and Chapter 32, Fröhlich 2010).

The Sun with a spectral radiance, Lν, emits perpendicular to a surface element,
∆F , in the frequency and time intervals, dν and ∆t, into the solid angle, ∆Ω , the
energy

dQν = Lν dν∆t∆Ω ∆F . (2.23)

If the radiative properties of the Sun are measured from a moving spacecraft, cor-
rections have to be applied in order to find the quantities for a stationary detector
at 1 ua. The normalization with respect to the variable distance is straightfor-
ward, because the irradiance varies with the inverse square of the distance, rE. The
velocity correction, however, is more involved:

10A typographical error in Einstein’s equation has been corrected in Equation 2.22.
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Since the speeds relative to the Sun are lower than vS ≈ 30 km s−1, relativistic
effects can be neglected. Thus only the radial velocity component, vr (positive away
from the Sun), and linear terms in βr = vr/c0 are of importance. The intervals ∆t,
∆Ω , as well as ∆F are not dependent on vS in this case.

Equation 2.23 can be written in photon units as

dNν = dQν/(h ν) = [Lν/(h ν)] dν∆t∆Ω ∆F , (2.24)

where dNν is the number of photons in the interval dν∆t∆Ω ∆F . The corres-
ponding emission rate is dNν/∆t. If it is assumed that the detector collects all
photons emitted into ∆Ω , the detection rate in the moving system will be

dN ′
ν′

∆t
= (1 − βr)

dNν

∆t
, (2.25)

where the factor 1−βr reflects the geometric correction. Conversion back to energy
units yields

dQ′
ν′ = (1 − βr)

ν′

ν
dQν (2.26)

and, with the (classical) Doppler effect (Equation 2.9; γ = 1),

dQν =
dQ′

ν′

(1 − βr)2
≈ dQ′

ν′ (1 + 2 βr) , (2.27)

which, after integration over all frequencies, provides the TSI velocity correction
used in Chapter 32 (Fröhlich 2010). Similarly, irradiance measurements of stars
and other cosmic objects can be performed and corrected.

Spectral solar measurements (radiance and Sun-as-a-star observations; see Fig-
ures 2.1 to 2.3) are more complicated, because optical and dispersive systems as
well as detectors over a wide spectral range are required with calibrated radiomet-
ric responsivity. Moreover, potential variations of the spectral parameters have to
be considered, caused, for instance, by relative motions between the emitter and
observer, requiring additional corrections. From Equation 2.27, evaluated with the
help of Equations 2.9 and 2.23, the correction

Lν =
L′

ν′

(1 − βr)
(2.28)

can be deduced for the spectral radiance and

L =
L′

(1 − βr)2
(2.29)

for the radiance. If Equation 2.28 is applied to the Planck law in Equation 2.3, the
black-body spectral radiance correction is

Lν(T ) =
L′

ν′(T )

(1 − βr)
. (2.30)

A short calculation with the substitution T = T ′/(1 − βr) and application of the
Doppler formula then gives

Lν(T ) =
L′

ν′(T ′)

(1 − βr)3
≈ L′

ν′(T ′) (1 + 3 βr) . (2.31)
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Direction finding

In this section, most of the interactions of photons with matter can completely
be described in terms of the classical concepts of electromagnetic radiation as long
as no absorption occurs. A specific aspect of this treatment is that the photon
propagation can be reversed. The relevant laws of geometric and physical optics
can be found in textbooks.

Reflection

The reflection law for polished (metal, glass or similar) surfaces is

αi = αr , (2.32)

where the angle of incidence with respect to the normal is αi and αr is the angle of
reflection. Both rays and the normal lie in one plane. The reflectivity depends on
the material and the wavelength. The radiation that is not reflected is absorbed in
the material or transmitted.

Dispersion and refraction

Dispersion and refraction laws are of general interest as they govern the prop-
agation of photons in (transparent) matter. For waves, and electromagnetic waves
in particular, the phase velocity is defined by

c =
ω

k
, (2.33)

with the angular frequency ω = 2 π ν and the wave number k = 2 π/λ. The group
velocity is

vg =
dω

dk
, (2.34)

In transparent media, phase and group velocities are in general functions of the
frequency of the waves—a phenomenon called dispersion.

In vacuum, however, there is no dispersion and

c = vg = c0 (2.35)

which follows from

c =
ω0

k0
= ν0 λ0 = c0 and vg =

dω0

dk0
= c0 , (2.36)

where the index zero indicates a quantity in vacuum, and, in particular, c0 the
speed of light in vacuum as a fundamental constant (cf., pages 23 and 31). With the
magnetic constant of the vacuum (also called permeability) µ0 = 4 π×10−7 NA−2

(exact), the exact electric constant (or permittivity), ε0, follows from

c0 =
1√
ε0 µ0

(2.37)
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in Maxwell’s equations.
The interaction of photons in a (transparent) medium with the phonons (a de-

scription of oscillations in solid materials) leads to a dependence of the propagation
velocity on the frequency ν = ν0 (which is the same outside and inside the medium).
This can be formulated in the wave description as a change in wavelength:

λ =
λ0

n
, (2.38)

where n, the refractive index, may depend on λ0 (or ν0). We then get for the phase
velocity

c(ν0) = ν0 λ =
ν0 λ0

n (ν0)
=

c0
n (ν0)

, (2.39)

and the group velocity is

vg =
dω0

dk
= c0

(
n+ ν0

dn

dν0

)−1

= c0

(
n− λ0

dn

dλ0

)−1

= c

(
1 +

λ

n

dn

dλ

)
. (2.40)

Note the effect of the substitution according to Equation 2.38 on the form of the
equation. A dependence of vg on ω0 (and λ0) will lead to a spreading of a pulse of
radiation in the medium. If dn/dλ0 < 0, we have normal dispersion and vg < c.
Invoking quantum interference effects, Liu et al (2001) brought a light pulse to a
complete stop.

Anomalous dispersion with dn/dλ0 > 0 and vg > c can occur under certain
resonance conditions of the electromagnetic waves with the atomic elements of the
medium. The expression ng = n + ν0 dn/dν0 is sometimes called group velocity
index (cf., Wang et al 2000). It can become less than one (or even negative),
resulting in superluminal light pulse propagation. Under all conditions, however,
the signal velocity is defined as the advancement speed of a step function smaller
than c0 (cf., Brillouin 1931), unless evanescent modes are considered (Nimtz and
Stahlhofen 2008), which are not relevant in our context. Astronomical observations
of propagating fronts with an apparent vg > c0, so called superluminal motions,
can be understood as interactions of wavefronts or jets with spatial structures at
angles of nearly 90◦with a LOS close to the jet direction (Brillouin 1960; Falla and
Floyd 2002).

If a medium with refractive index n is moving at a speed vS with respect to
a laboratory frame, parallel or anti-parallel to the light propagation direction the
phase velocity of light inside the medium (as seen from the laboratory) is

c′ =
c0
n

± (1 − 1

n2
− λ0

n

dn

dλ0
) vS , (2.41)

known as the Fizeau effect (cf., Einstein 1914).
If electromagnetic radiation travels from one transparent medium to another

one, Snell’s law
n1 sinα1 = n2 sinα2 (2.42)

applies, where n1 and n2 are the indices of refraction in the media, α1 is the angle
of incidence, and α2 is the angle of the transmitted ray11. In general, both the

11Note that certain materials exhibit a double refraction.
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reflected and the refracted beams are present and partially polarized as given by
Fresnel’s formulas12

φ⊥r =
sin2(α1 − α2)

sin2(α1 + α2)
φ⊥0 , (2.43)

φ⊥t =
sin 2α1 sin 2α2

sin2(α1 + α2)
φ⊥0 =

2 sinα1 cosα1 sin 2α2

sin2(α1 + α2)
φ⊥0 , (2.44)

φ‖r =
tan2(α1 − α2)

tan2(α1 + α2)
φ
‖
0 , (2.45)

and

φ
‖
t =

sin 2α1 sin 2α2

sin2(α1 + α2) cos2(α1 − α2)
φ
‖
0 =

2 sinα1 cosα1 sin 2α2

sin2(α1 + α2) cos2(α1 − α2)
φ
‖
0 , (2.46)

where φ⊥0 is the incident flux polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence and

φ
‖
0 that polarized in the plane. φr and φt are the reflected and transmitted fluxes.

For α1 = α2 = 0 some caution is required in evaluating the limits. Equation 2.43,
for instance, can be reformulated with sinα2 = (n1/n2) sinα1; n2 > n1 as:

φ⊥r =
1 − (n1/n2)(cosα1/ cosα2)

1 + (n1/n2)(cosα1/ cosα2)
. (2.47)

Equation 2.45 shows that the reflected radiation is completely polarized perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence if α1 + α2 = 90◦ (Brewster’s law). A consequence
of Snell’s law in Equation 2.42 is the total reflection of radiation in a medium with
n2, if the index n1 is smaller outside of an interface. Photons impinging under an
angle α2, such that (n2 sinα2)/n1 > 1, cannot leave the denser medium. This effect
is the basis of the design of fiber optics.

Attenuation

Radiation is attenuated in any homogeneous medium according to

φ(x) = φ0 exp(−Ax) , (2.48)

where A is the absorption coefficient, φ0 is an initial flux at the position x0 = 0,
and x is a linear coordinate along the path of the radiation. Since we are more
interested in the transmitted radiation, φ(x), we can ignore quantum effects in this
case, unless single photon experiments are considered. Often the optical depth, τ , is
used in this context, giving the path length along which the radiation is attenuated
by a factor of e. For homogeneous media, it is τ = A−1.

12Fresnel’s formulas using a complex index of refraction are given in Chapter 9 (Lemaire et al
2010).
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Sine condition and Fermat’s principle

For precise imaging in an optical system with a magnification factor M , Abbe’s
sine condition (n1 sin δ1)/(n2 sin δ2) = M must be fulfilled, where δ1 and δ2 are the
respective slope angles of a ray from the object point to the image point.

Fermat’s principle provides a more general theorem by stating that the optical
path length between two points is an extremum. In vacuum light propagates on
geodesics; it travels, in fact, on null geodesics as the special relativity theory requires
that the eigentime of a photon is zero.

Direction finding concepts

The method of finding the direction of an incoming photon depends very much
on the spectral domain. For γ-rays, no optical systems can be designed, because
the reflectivities and refractive indices of all substances are too low. Modulation by
masks and other specialized methods, including timing, are required, which will be
discussed in Chapter 12 (Hurford 2010). The same is basically true for the hard X-
ray range, although so-called Laue lenses (based on Bragg diffraction) and reflective
surfaces in grazing incidence have been employed as well. The reflectivity of smooth
surfaces increases in grazing incidence as a consequence of Fresnel’s formulas, which
show in Equations 2.44 and 2.46 that the transmitted beam becomes evanescent
for α1 = 90◦ (cosα1 = 0).

Multilayer coating of the optical surface is another technique for enhancing the
reflectivity in a certain wavelength band, and at the same time providing a crude
spectral selection (cf., Chapter 9, Lemaire et al 2010). It relies on interferometric
amplification of specific bands and attenuation of others. In the soft X-ray regime,
multilayer-coated optics can also be used in normal incidence, in addition to optical
elements used in grazing incidence. Here and in the VUV range the reflectivities
are not very high and, therefore, as few as possible optical surfaces should be used.
Silicon carbide (SiC), for instance, probably the best material for use in the VUV,
has a significant reflectivity (≥ 0.3) between 60 nm and 300 nm with a maximum
of 0.52 at 160 nm.

No material is available for transmission optics in this range, although alu-
minium has a relatively high transmission from 17 nm to ≈ 84 nm. The transmission
limits of some materials at short wavelength are: 155 nm for quartz glass (SiO2),
122 nm for calcium fluoride (CaF2); 110 nm for magnesium fluoride (MgF2); and
≈ 105 nm for lithium fluoride (LiF). Above 120 nm metallic mirrors (Au, Ag, Al)
with protective coatings of MgF2 can be used. Some transmission limits at long
wavelength are: 4 µm for SiO2, 14 µm for NaCl and 23 µm for KCl. Although in
the near-UV, visible and near-infrared ranges transmission optics with lenses can
be employed, most of the imaging systems are based on reflecting devices, which
show less spectral defects and can easier be corrected for astigmatism and other
geometric aberrations (cf., Chapter 9, Lemaire et al 2010).

In general, it is much more difficult to build a stigmatic instrument for a wide
field of view than for a narrow field close to the optical axis. This axis is, in
general, the reference for pointing the optical system in a certain direction. The
spacecraft and instrument subsystems must guarantee the pointing accuracy and
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stability required by the science objectives. A summary of design concepts for VUV
instruments and many examples are compiled by Wilhelm et al (2004). Towards
longer wavelengths, reflecting telescopes of various design are also the main imaging
devices. Of practical importance for the design of a telescope are the various stops:
the aperture, defining the opening; the field stop, defining the field of view; and
the Lyot stop, internally reducing the diffracted radiation from the aperture.

The angular resolution, δ, achievable in the diffraction-limited case is a func-
tion of both the wavelength and the aperture of the instrument, in the sense that
it improves with decreasing wavelength and increasing dimensions of the aperture
according to δ/rad ≈ 0.6λ/r, where r is the radius of the aperture. At shorter
wavelengths, a higher spatial resolution, i.e., a smaller Airy disk, can thus be ob-
tained with smaller apertures. It is clear that this dependence is related to the wave
aspects of the electromagnetic radiation and the corresponding Fraunhofer diffrac-
tion effects of apertures on a wave field. Whether the diffraction-limited resolution
can be achieved depends critically on the polishing quality of the mirror surface
both as far as its figure and micro-roughness are concerned.13

Telescopes are not only required for defining the direction of an incoming pho-
ton, and providing imagery in a certain field of view, but also as photon collec-
tors, in particular for faint sources. They operate as radiant flux concentrators.
It should, however, be noted that the radiance is constant in an optical system.
For high-resolution spatial, temporal, and spectral observations even the solar disk
might be considered as a faint source, and the corresponding measurements would
be photon-limited unless very large apertures are employed, which are not easy to
implement on space missions. Since the radiance of the Sun, in contrast to the irra-
diance, is not dependent on the observing distance, the situation does not improve
by flying closer to the Sun.

Energy discrimination

The next task, after having defined the direction of a photon, is the determi-
nation of its energy. Again the energy range, in which the observations are being
performed, has a significant influence on the experimental methods to achieve this
objective. In the high-energy range, the measurement has to be made in the detec-
tor systems themselves (cf., Chapter 21, Smith 2010). In the very low-energy range,
i.e., in the microwave energy, discrimination will also be accomplished by the de-
tector systems (cf., Chapter 31, Wild 2010). In the soft X-ray, UV, visible and
infrared regimes, dedicated spectral devices can be employed, mostly diffraction
gratings, but also prisms and filters, to perform the energy discrimination before
the radiation reaches the detector (cf., Chapter 10, Lemaire 2010). The decrease of
the index of refraction with increasing wavelength (normal dispersion) is utilized
for the spectral analysis in prisms.

The interaction of photons with (non-transparent) material structures is gov-
erned by diffraction. In practical applications, Fraunhofer diffraction with parallel
rays is distinguished from Fresnel diffraction with inclined rays. Diffraction can

13Telescopes usually collect radiation in the far-field region of a source, where the diffraction
limit is of importance. In the near-field region, however, focusing beyond this limit is possible (cf.,
e.g., Lerosey et al 2007).
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completely be understood in the framework of the electromagnetic wave theory. Of
fundamental importance in our context is the grating formula (given here for the
simple case of a Fraunhofer geometry in reflection)

κλ = d (sinα+ sinβ) (2.49)

where κ is the order of diffraction, d the spacing of the grating, α the angle of
incidence and β the angle of reflection (cf., Chapter 10, Lemaire 2010, for a more
general approach). Since the spacing, d, can be varied in very wide ranges, spectral
discrimination by gratings, in particular by reflection gratings, is useful in many
wavelength regimes. Even natural spacings, d, given by the structure of crystals
can be invoked in the Bragg diffraction:

κλ = 2 d sin θ , (2.50)

where θ is the glancing angle.

In order to avoid many reflecting surfaces in VUV application, gratings are often
designed in such a way that they can perform, in addition, the functions of optical
elements, such as concave mirrors. Filters and prisms obviously are operating in
transmission and thus are restricted in their applications.

In most cases, grating and prism devices are designed as slit spectrographs.
They provide a good spectral resolution in a wide range, but use the photons col-
lected by the telescope rather inefficiently. In particular, the imaging of extended
areas in spatially-resolved observations requires a scanning motion of the slit per-
pendicular to its length, which is very time consuming. Slitless spectrographs are
more effective in this context, but can only be used for strong spectral lines in
an otherwise relatively flat spectral regime, because spatial and spectral regimes
are superimposed. Two-dimensional spectroscopy employing interferometers is the
choice for fast instruments operating in a restricted wavelength range (cf., Chap-
ters 16 to 19, Lindegren 2010; Quirrenbach 2010; Griffin and Ade 2010; Title 2010).
As long as transmission optics are available, such systems are relatively easy to im-
plement, but in the VUV range the design and development of interferometers are
challenging tasks.

For all systems depending on interference methods, the coherency of the radi-
ation under study is of critical importance. The standard coherence condition for
Young’s double slit configuration is 2 d sin ǫ ≪ λ, where d is the separation of
the slits, ǫ is the half-opening angle of the beam and λ is the wavelength of the
radiation (Verdet’s coherence condition). The same condition is applicable to slit
spectrometer using gratings, where d is then equal to the slit width. If, however,
the spectrometer provides a stigmatic image of the slit on the detector, the optical
performance of the spectrometer has to be considered in detail. It is of interest
here that the time of arrival of photons is correlated in coherent radiation (Han-
bury Brown and Twiss 1956a). This can be used in an intensity interferometer to
measure radii of stars (Hanbury Brown and Twiss 1956b). These observations had
a great influence on the development of the quantum theory of optical coherence
(Glauber 1963). It is also noteworthy that interference of radiation from two lasers
has been observed (Laradour et al 1993).
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Photon detectors

Modern detectors mounted on spacecraft systems have to transform, in some
way, a photon impact into digital information that can be recorded and telemetered
to the ground. Most of them are two-dimensional devices composed of many pixels,
i.e., picture elements, of a certain size. Pixels can be geometrically defined, but
virtual pixels generated by the readout algorithm are also possible. This pixel
size has to be adjusted to the capabilities of the telescope and spectrometer, and
then determines the resolution in both dimensions corresponding in general, to
the spatial and spectral domains. Resolving powers are usually defined for both
regimes by px = x/δx and pλ = λ/δλ, respectively. Equating δx and δλ with the
pixel size and considering the sampling theorem would indicate a spatial resolution
of ≈ 2 δx and a spectral of ≈ 2 δλ. It is of great importance for the analysis of
spectra that the shift and broadening of spectral lines can be determined with sub-
pixel resolution, provided the line width is wider than several pixels. The details
depend on the signal-to-noise ratio, but typically the shift can be measured to one
tenth of a pixel (cf., Wilhelm et al 1995). An important distinction between types
of detectors is whether they are photon-counting devices or integrating systems.

Quantum efficiency

A critical performance measure of any photon detector is its quantum efficiency
(QE) as a function of wavelength, η(λ). The definition of this quantity in the
literature varies; here we use the ratio:

η =
C

N
(2.51)

where C is the number of counted events and N the number of incoming photons.
The efficiency is in general a strong function of the photon energy, but may depend
on other parameters as well. In general, the QE has to be determined by applying
a radiometrically-calibrated photon flux and comparing it with the output counts
(cf., Chapter 36, Huber et al 2010). However, Rarity et al (1987) performed QE
measurements without a calibration standard. They used the parametric down
conversion of a photon with wavelength λ0 into two photons with λ1 and λ2 in a
non-linear crystal. Two detectors properly placed would count the down-converted
photons as N1 = η(λ1)P and N2 = η(λ2)P , where P is number of photon pairs
created. The coincidence counts would be

C = η(λ1) η(λ2)P (2.52)

and thus η(λ1) = C/N2 and η(λ2) = C/N1.

Photon absorption

A brief survey of the primary interaction processes is given here, all of which are
based on the absorption (or rather the demolition) of the photon to be detected.14

14For completeness it should be mentioned that non-demolition measurements of single photons
were accomplished (Nogues et al 1999), as well as electric field measurements at sub-photon levels
(Brune et al 1994; Foster et al 2002).
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The absorption is a strong function of the photon energy and, of course, heavily
depends on the detector material under consideration. It is clearly related to the
attenuation of radiation treated on page 41, but here we are more interested in the
effects of the individual photon absorption event. Once a photon interacts with the
detector system, various amplification and measuring schemes have to be employed
as detailed in the other chapters of this book.

Photo effect The photo effect, or more exactly, the external photo-electric effect,
is one of the most important interaction processes of photons with opaque matter
in photon detectors. The effect was discovered by Hertz (1887) and Hallwachs
(1888), studied in detail by Lenard (1902), explained by Einstein (1905a) and
experimentally confirmed by Millikan (1916). A photon with energy h ν, impinging
on the surface of a material, can release an electron with a maximal energy of

Wmax = h ν −WA , (2.53)

where WA is an electron work function characteristic of a given material15. Typical
values are between WA ≈ 2 eV and 6 eV.

Pair Production At energies above Eν = 1.02 MeV, i.e., twice the equivalent
rest mass of an electron, me, a photon can produce an electron-positron pair in
the electric field of a nucleus. The nucleus is required for momentum conservation.
The pair production efficiency increases with the photon energy and the interaction
cross-section is proportional to Z2, with the Z charge number of the nucleus. The
electron-positron pairs then have to be recorded by appropriate means (cf., Chap-
ter 11, Schönfelder and Kanbach 2010). Pair production also occurs in the Coulomb
field of electrons albeit with much smaller cross-sections.

Solid-state detectors and scintillation counters In solid-state detectors,
with donor and acceptor regions forming n-p junctions, the internal photo effect
creates electrons and electron holes that can be collected and counted (cf., e.g.,
Chapters 25 and 26, Schühle 2010; Schühle and Hochedez 2010).

In the X-ray and γ-ray regimes, scintillation detectors are in frequent use (cf.,
Chapter 21, Smith 2010). The high-energy photons, through the internal photo
effect, ionize atoms in certain crystallic materials. The recombination events of
the atoms and electrons then produce a large number of optical photons that can
be collected by standard photomultipliers. Na J and Cs J crystals have frequently
been employed in the past. Modern detectors work with Gd2 Si O5 (GSO) and
Bi4 Ge3 O12 (BGO) crystals, which are not hygroscopic and have different rise and
decay times facilitating pulse discrimination (cf., e.g., Takahashi et al 2007).

Photon detectors based on superconductivity Many modern photon detec-
tors employ superconductive material. Although this chapter cannot discuss the
physics of superconductivity in any detail, a few important concepts will be men-
tioned as well as their application in photon detectors.

15Note that time-delayed photo effects have been observed for semi-transparent photocathodes
that are not in line with Equation 2.53 (Billard and Burns 1983).
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Cooper pairs Cooper (1956) suggested that electrons (as fermions) in su-
perconducting metallic materials form pairs—later to be called Cooper pairs—due
to an electron-phonon interaction at low temperatures, which could overcome the
Coulomb repulsion of the electrons. The resulting bosons would be responsible for
the superconductive properties, but might easily split into two electrons by an ex-
ternal excitation. Even photons with an energy of a few millielectronvolts can break
up a Cooper pair into the electrons, which then have to be collected by suitable
circuitry. This could, for instance, be a superconducting tunnel junction (STJ);
see Perryman et al (1993), Peacock et al (1996), and also Chapter 27 (Martin and
Verhoeve 2010).

Microcalorimeters Superconducting devices can also be employed to mea-
sure the heat input of single photons from the infrared to γ-ray ranges. Typical
detectors are designed as transition edge sensors (TES) (cf., Chapters 28 and 29,
Porter 2010; Eaton 2010). The absorbed photon energy is thermalized and leads
to a large increase in resistance of the detector material that is biased close to the
superconducting-normal transition edge. Details on the energy resolution and dead
times achieved can be found in Irwin et al (1998) and Romestain et al (2004).

Heterodyne receivers In the sub-millimetre regime and at longer wave-
lengths, the photon concept is only of theoretical interest. The receivers and de-
tectors are designed for the analysis of long-wavelength electromagnetic radiation
employing heterodyne techniques (cf., Chapter 31, Wild 2010). A low noise tem-
perature is of paramount importance in such systems. Superconductor-insulator-
superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions with their low band gaps are useful in this
context.

Closing summary

The interaction of photons with matter during both the emission and the ab-
sorption processes is considered in this chapter as an introduction to the following
chapters. The physics involved in the transfer phase of the photons from the astro-
nomical source region to their detection near the Earth is outlined as well. The
radiation from the Sun is discussed in some detail as an example. The physics of
entangled photons, on the other hand, is only briefly mentioned, as applications to
astrophysical observations are rather limited at this stage.
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